CASE STUDY

Helping re-open schools
as safely as possible
Memphis Scholars partner with Siemens for improving air quality for students and educators.
usa.siemens.com/education

With two campuses serving approximately 700 students from pre-kindergarten through
eighth grade, Memphis Scholars has a singular mission: to inspire and teach all students
so every child has the opportunity to choose and achieve their future. Like so many
schools around the world in 2020, that mission meant pivoting quickly to virtual learning
platforms while also planning and preparing to reopen their buildings as safely as possible
as soon as appropriate.
Executive Director of Memphis Scholars James Dennis says that although they are seeing
great results with virtual instruction, particularly with the middle school learners, “Overall,
How Needlepoint Bipolar
Ionization (NPBI) Solution works
When installed into a building’s
HVAC system, needlepoint bipolar
ionization floods the air with
hundreds of millions of positive and
negative ions that attack pathogens,
mold, and other airborne/surface
contaminants at the molecular
level, robbing them of the hydrogen
molecules necessary for survival.
These ions normally exist in nature;
therefore the needlepoint bipolar
ionization solution can run at any
time, even when school buildings
are occupied.

the pathways to great instruction are better in person. We just know how to do it, and so
we are constantly trying to figure out how and when to get back into our buildings.”
For many years, Memphis Scholars has relied on Siemens as their partner in building
systems and infrastructure, modernizing the buildings and addressing a range of facilities
needs from HVAC to fire and life safety. Angela Goodin, Managing Director of Finance and
Operations, reached out to her Siemens team to engage in a series of conversations about
how to safely bring students and faculty back into the buildings.
A combination of mitigation strategies key to re-opening
“We knew ventilation would be a key factor in lowering the risk of infection, so we
talked a lot about which solutions were available to help reduce the risk of transmission
in our schools. We wanted something that could be in place not only to help us reopen
but would have the added benefits of serving us beyond the COVID-19 pandemic,”
says Goodin.
To complement a range of other mitigation strategies at Memphis Scholars, Siemens and
Goodin concluded that implementing the NPBI solution would achieve their goals while
also providing a cost-effective and easy-to-implement solution.
Prior to installation, Siemens conducted a Smart Air Quality™ test to record the number of
particulates in the air, a test which would be repeated after the solution was fully installed.
Then Siemens installed needlepoint bipolar ionization generators at all the air handlers
and classroom units for both Memphis Scholars campuses.
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“This is the clearest evidence that ionization
is working: People are not getting sick due to
transmission in our building. It’s an important statistic, and
one that we can attribute in large part to this technology.”
Particle size (μm)

Pre-test count

Post-test count

Result

0.3 μm

11,875

1,757

85% reduction

0.5 μm

2,944

502

83% reduction

1 μm

446

66

85% reduction

2.5 μm

40

8

80% reduction

5 μm

4

2

50% reduction

10 μm

1

0

100% reduction

Field readings were recorded and analyzed by particle size from 0.3 – 10 microns
using an Extech VPC 300 series Particle Counter.

“When the CDC guidelines for re-opening

To assess the effectiveness of the needlepoint

came out,” says Dennis, “they talked about five

bipolar ionization solution, Siemens engineers

The World Health Organization
(WHO) has acknowledged that the
SARS-COV-2 virus is aerosolized and
therefore transmitted not only by
respiratory droplets, but also by the
air we breathe. Studies have shown
that the virus (0.12 to .014 microns)
can be suspended in the air with
fine particulate matter, typically
less than 1.0 microns. The less fine
particulate matter that remains in the
air, the less risk of the SARS-COV-2
virus being present with it. Through
agglomeration, ionization can cause
fine particulates in the air to combine
and later become trapped by the
HVAC filtration system, or to become
heavier than air and fall out of the
breathing zone.

mitigation strategies to do so safely. We’ve

repeated the Smart Air Quality™ particle test in

been able to implement strategies for all of

designated locations throughout the building.

these areas, and the ionization solution is an

The table above includes the results from one

important part of this effort. COVID-19 is a

classroom environment.

More information is
available here. >

miss out on when they’re not learning in

respiratory illness, so combined with masks,
something that can deactivate viruses in the air
is a top priority for us.”

Dennis emphasizes that parents need to
make decisions about going back to in-person
learning on their own and based on what

Re-opening with confidence

works best for their families. “And for the

In fact, Dennis explains that, were it not

parents who are ready to come back, they’re

for Siemens implementing the needlepoint

more comfortable knowing that we have taken

bipolar ionization technology for Memphis

the time to do a smart re-opening,” he says.

Scholars campuses, he would not have felt as
comfortable bringing students and faculty back
into the building – despite all that students
person.

Because Memphis Scholars relies on
Desigo® CC, Siemens integrated building
management system, they have visibility into
how the HVAC systems are working. “This is
the clearest evidence that ionization is

Goodin concurs, noting: “It’s an invisible

working: People are not getting sick due to

technology, but it’s not new. What convinced

transmission in our building. It’s an important

us was the fact that it’s been tried and tested

statistic, and one that we can attribute in large

in hospital environments. That helped us rest

part to this technology,” Dennis concludes.

assured that we were making the right choices
in terms of bringing our kids and their families
back to school.”
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